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About CarFirst:
CarFirst is transforming the way cars are traded in Pakistan with a network across the
country and aspirations to expand geographic footprint locally and internationally.
CarFirst is a very well-funded organization. We are in operation since 2016 and have
been able to raise two of the largest VC investment rounds from some of the most
prestigious investors from across the world.
What is the program about?
The CARFIRST Apprenticeship Program includes an elite team of excellent performers
who are building the future of our company. You will quickly rotate through entry level
assignments in our Commercial Department while completing core training exercises.
You will then be assigned a Vehicle Diagnosis role at one of our Purchase Centers. Our
most successful candidates will be given a permanent position in the organization.
What our Commercial Teams actually do?
Commercial department is the largest department in CarFirst, encompassing Auctions
Team, Pricing Team, Repair Maintenance Team and the Vehicle Inspection Team.
Vehicle inspection team works at the core of the company's business, by checking the
vehicles condition and generating report on which the vehicle is then priced, purchased
and sold. The inspection team evaluates the vehicle condition by thoroughly checking
the vehicles mechanical and body condition for faults, repair work,
availability/originality of necessary and price effecting parts/accessories, vehicle drive
and genuineness of the vehicle.
What are we looking for:








0 to 6 months working in any retail workshop or company
Must have a bachelor’s Degree-Mechanical
Must have basic knowledge of inspecting the car mechanically, physically and
technically.
Energetic and should have a will to learn.
Interest in market dynamics along with business sense
Interest in understanding E-commerce Ventures
Attention to detail and ability to multitask

What do we offer:






A unique experience in an entrepreneurial, yet structured environment under
direct supervision of the CEO.
The opportunity to become part of a highly professional and dynamic team
working on the best practices from around the world
An unparalleled personal and professional growth as our longer-term objective is
to train the next generation of leaders for our future internet ventures
Local and international exposure with our partner ventures and global offices
This internship will be of 4 weeks and will lead to a permanent job role in the
Inspection department depending on candidate's performance.

Compensation: Stipend
Location: Karachi
Interested candidates can apply at careers@carfirst.com.

